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Your industry
Our know-how

Each industry is different. And each customer has
different requirements. Our understanding of your complex processes and our know-how in weighing, inspection and labeling technology make us a reliable partner.
This is how we contribute today to the success of numerous national and international customers from small
and medium-sized businesses up to globally operating
companies.
Being close to your industry we implement our experience in our solutions. Example food safety: Our products
stand out in terms of high hygiene and safety standards
which fully meet all requirements. We have created a
unique portfolio which lets us develop individual solutions for you in colaboration with you. Whether you
decide on a module or a system solution, our labels or
service:
Reap the benefits of optimal work and data flows. Our
networked hardware and software solutions make it
possible. The result: You benefit from maximum transparency allowing you to ensure your product quality, to optimize processes, to inform consumers and to
increase growth.

Discover our flexible solutions by means of which you
safely shape your success whenever there is a change.
Our modules or systems
–– can be easily integrated in your equipment and IT
landscape, e.g. ERP systems
–– ensure precise results in case of cold, warm, wet or
dry production conditions – from goods receiving,
production and dispatch up to selling
–– comply with the highest safety and hygiene standards, among other things HACCP, IFS and M&S
–– ensure optimal digital traceability and efficiency
in your production due to our intelligent BRAIN2
industrial software which also helps to reduce your
give-away.
Our central idea My Bizerba helps you by finding
the perfect balance between individuality, quality and
efficiency. With practical solutions which you can also
design with many options. And if you wish, our project
and industry experienced application team will develop
individualized solutions for you along your supply chain.
Welcome to the Open World of Bizerba

Efficient solutions
along the supply chain
Our manifold portfolio allows us to develop with you not just ‘a solution’
but ‘the perfect solution’ for your production. We happily advise you in
terms of suitable modules and services for your efficient solution along
the supply chain. Even at your production location.

A

B

»With our modular systems and
flexible service packages we give
our customers the best possible
prospects in their industries.«
Andreas W. Kraut, CEO and shareholder
of Bizerba SE & Co. KG

Commissioning and shipping
–– Weight, volume and quantity commissioning
of customer orders
–– Direct data transfer, also wireless, from the
picking stations to the ERP systems
–– Efficient total labeling and automatic
generation of delivery notes
–– Bizerba QR code labels optimize the data flow

D
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A Goods receiving
–– Load corners for weighing of tank silo pallets
or for flexible weighing of large packages
–– Floor or special pallet scales for weighing of
pallets
–– Recording and evaluation of weighing
results
–– High-performance in-motion scales and
automatic labeling systems for weighing,
labeling and coding of goods for the internal
supply chain and for automatic booking
in/out of goods from warehouses

B Production
–– Dynamic checkweighers for 100 % weight
control and give-away reduction
–– Visual quality control through verification
of further parameters, e. g. sell-by date,
barcodes, completeness, product quality
and seal integrity
–– Product inspection with metal detectors,
X-ray technology and Vision inspection
system incl. audit processes
–– Special formulation software combined with
scale, industrial PC and printer ensures a
constant quality
–– Weight control throughout the entire
production process

C Packaging and labeling
–– Modular systems with labeler for two-side
labeling, optionally with air-blow, rotary or
piston applicator
–– Exact labeling even of difficult products
–– Weighing of all prepacked goods (100 %
control) or random samples in accordance
with prepack regulations (FPV in Europe/
USDA in US)
–– Inspection systems control other quality
parameters
–– Bizerba thermal labels, decorative labels

E

C

D
E Production networking
The modular software platform BRAIN2 establishes the
basis needed for synchronous goods and data flows in your
production from goods receiving to shipping. Our networked
solutions are the perfect instrument by means of which you
individually control, document and analyze the quality of
your production along the supply chain. The result: an
optimal workflow with constant product quality.
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Software

Load receptor

Industrial PC

Load receptor with
weighing terminal

Dynamic
checkweigher

Vision
inspection system

Our product selection for your industry
Industrial scales

Software

Load receptor

Load receptor

Weighing terminal

Industrial PC

iL Professional 50SPM/SP
This hygienic scale was
specifically designed for
the food industry. It strictly
meets EHEDG design
criteria, consists of a minimum of components and
is made of high quality
materials. Its hygienically
sensitive areas are freely
accessible. Since it has an
ergonomic design and is
easy to clean, it prevents
possible bacterial contamination.

iL Professional 4000F/MP
Product can be easily loaded due to the low design
of the iL Professional
4000F/MP. A load receptor
with different load cell
types comes as a single
interval scale, dual interval
scale or dual range scale.
Ideally suitable for weighing ranges between 300
and 3,000 kg. Optionally
available for Ex zones 1/21
and 2/22.

iS20
The robust compact weighing terminal is fitted with
a metrologically approved
data storage. Integrated
with applications for weighing and counting processes as well as tolerance control, this compact device
supports your workflows
in an effective and efficient
manner.

iS75
This full-fledged industrial
PC is ideally suitable to be
used in harsh ambient conditions and is impressive in
terms of its multifunction:
You can reliably control,
count and check your
production, perform formulation and record data.
Besides the high protection
types IP65 and IP69 this
network-capable high-end
solution comes with an
scratch-proof touchscreen.
It is resistant to chemicals
and easy to clean.

For more information on our products, solutions and services please visit www.bizerba.com

BRAIN2
The BRAIN2 software platform sets new standards
in terms of centralization,
data transfer and reliability
of your production. Due
to the modular design
BRAIN2 optimally adjusts
to your needs. Besides
sample tests conforming
with FPV prepack regulations this intelligent
software is also capable
of providing time-related
statistics on materials, machines and batches. Your
production becomes more
transparent which
is the ideal basis for
optimization.
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Perfectly networked quality
Our networked hardware and software solutions are the intelligent
response for your process optimization. Wherever there is a need to speed
up and automate processes, our pioneering systems with integrated
software provide a better overview and more transparency.

Dynamic
checkweigher

In-motion scale with
logistics labeling system

Label printer

Inspection systems

Labels &
consumables

X-ray
inspection system

Vision
inspection system

Dynamic
checkweigher

Dynamic
checkweigher

XRE-D
The end-of-line inspection
system offers maximum
safety: XRE-D detects
contaminated, damaged
and defective products
and packagings. Besides
metallic and non-metallic
foreign objects it detects
missing, defective or
misshaped products as
well as overweight or
underweight. Thanks to
an efficient quick conveyor
belt change system the
belt can be changed within
two minutes.

PackSecure L Pro
This system completely
inspects your package
and ensures an optical
100 % control. It detects
contaminated seals as
well as incorrect labels or
information on any package side. Non-conforming
packages are reliably
rejected. Because of
its small dimensions,
PackSecure L can be
smoothly integrated
at the end of the
packaging line.

CWCmaxx
CWCmaxx is the ideal
solution for 100 % weight
control in wet areas. It was
specifically designed for
your industry and controls
fill quantities fully automatically thereby reducing
expensive give-away with
its tendency control. This
device safely transports
and weighs products on
two chains instead of a
conveyor belt. Its robust
and open design allows
efficient cleaning.

CWFmaxx
The hygienic design helps
you to ensure the quality
of your products. The open
and easy to clean, high
quality stainless steel frame
leaves no room for soiling.
The CWFmaxx standard
configuration consists of
three belts. Belt width, belt
length, load range and
rejection system can be
individually configured to
match your application.

Decorative labels
Bizerba special papers
and films with or without
thermal-reactive surface
are ideally suitable for
decorative use due to their
high print contrast and
shiny surface.

Vitagermine

Healthy growth
Baby food in best organic quality is what babybio stands for. The producer of the French
brand is Vitagermine. The European specialist for organic baby food in Europe is on course
for growth. They take their responsibility very seriously in this sensitive Convenience
Segment. They attach great importance to seamless quality control. This starts with
ecologically produced raw materials and continues with the recipes, which are free of
unnecessary additives or additional sugars, not to forget hygienically perfect production
and packaging. And this is where the expert relies on Bizerba Luceo.
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Vitagermine enjoys the trust of its
customers. A valuable asset, which
the multiply certified manufacturer
has earned through hard work. With
success: His brand babybio is now
very well known and a household
name in Asian and South American
families. In 2010 he expanded his
portfolio of products. In addition to
glass packaging, he started offering
his products in plastic packaging. For
this reason he invested in a new fully-automatic packaging line. Sébastien Chazette, Production Manager
at Vitagermine, explains their targets: “We wanted a solution that
would enable us to produce economically and flexibly and respond

rapidly to new market requirements.
At the same time it would have to
meet the high safety standards of
our products consistently and reliably. The inspection of the seal is a
critical checkpoint. This is where we
saw potential: if we are able to identify and select unsealed products
at an early stage, then quarantine,
including storage and workforce,
would be unnecessary. This means
we can save resources while maintaining our quality.”
To date, employees have checked
the organic baby food packaging
visually, inspecting the trays to see
that they are hermetically sealed and

that the seals are free of contamination. If they are contaminated, the
packages can burst during the autoclave sterilization and contaminate
or even stain other packages, particularly in the case of rather color-intensive recipes such as carrot puree.
This makes them useless for the market. The lid seal must seal perfectly
throughout the entire shelf-life of
the food. This makes checking and
sorting out products with contaminated seals necessary for health and
industrial reasons before they are
sterilized. This task should be completed by an automated device.
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ThermoSecure L100 supports multiple formats and is 100 % reliable

Smooth-running processes
Sébastien Chazette approached
Bizerba Luceo with his requirements.
There, the standalone solution ThermoSecure L100 was recommended

portions. They vary between 120,
200, 230 and 260 grams. We package the products in transparent or
white trays, which are sealed with
transparent foil or AlOx®. The dimen-

»With this system we can react
flexibly to the markets at any time,
manage our portfolio of products
according to need and guarantee
the highest food safety levels.«
Sébastien Chazette
Production Manager, Vitagermine

to him. The vision inspection system
is specialized for seal inspections and
met Vitagermine’s requirements:
“The automatic system is ideal for
automatic product change. And we
have a wide range of products: The
many full meals and fruit desserts
consist of very different colors and

sions range between 210 x 107 mm
and 225 x 216 mm. For the flexible
Bizerba Luceo solution, inspecting
our multiple formats is not a problem,” says the Production Manager, explaining why they opted for
ThermoSecure L100. “The system
works in real time, inspecting the

seal of each product independently
and reliably. Faulty packages are rejected and sorted into a container.
This is closed to ensure that they are
not accidentally reintroduced to the
production flow. Human error can
therefore be eliminated as a possible
source of error.”
After quickly implementing the compatible vision system into the new
packaging line, an intensive test
phase under real production conditions commenced. The result fully
reassured the managers at the Vitagermine plant about their decision
to implement the ThermoSecure
L100. As promised, the device aligns
itself immediately and automatically
to product changes and completes
a 100% visual check of the seal. This
smooth process flow is a perfect support for Vitagermine on its course
for expansion. During the next three
years, following start-up of the production line, growth increased by
30 % annually.
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Vitagermine produces up to 100 packages a minute with its new production line

New targets
Sébastien Chazette’s summary is respectively positive: “By automating
the process, we have managed to
increase productivity significantly at
a consistent level of quality and with
no changes to the workforce. Our
multiformat system produces up to
100 packages per minute–at a wide
range of product diversity. With this
system, we can react flexibly to the
markets at any time, manage our
portfolio of products according to
need and guarantee the highest
food safety levels. The vision inspection system is an important part of
this result. Its precise seal check ensures that our sealed and sterilized
organic products are brought to the
market in a microbiologically perfect
condition–without quarantine. We
enjoy the trust of the consumers and
can protect our brand image against
possible damage.”

The ThermoSecure L100 also benefits the employees at Vitagermine:
They operate the inspection system
easily and safely via the integrated
touch screen. Thanks to its hygienic
design consisting of EHEDG-certified components, they save time on
cleaning. The investment has also
brought about health benefits. The
fully-automatic system means there
is no need for the kind of repetitive,
physically-stressful movements that
were typical before. “The well-developed concept of this network-compatible solution reflects the many
years of experience and Bizerba
Luceo’s proximity to the industry,”
comments Sébastien Chazette. “We
have found a reliable partner to provide the support we need in attaining our new goals.”

Vitagermine is one of the most
important European manufacturers for high-quality organic
baby food made of locally
produced and traceable ingredients. The French manufacturer is certified with the most
important organic certification
seals, such as the EU Organic
Farming logo, IFS and Ecocert.
In addition to the South American market it is also represented in the Asian market,
particularly in China. As well
as its own babybio brand,
Vitagermine also produces for
other brands at its plant, with
40 employees. Its production
volume is 4,000 tons a year.
You can find out more
about Vitagermine at
www.vitagermine.com
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The right label
for everyone
Individual labels specifically produced for your needs. With our know-how this is also
possible. We have a wide spectrum to offer: ranging from high quality to high functionality, from no health risk to sustainable production. 350 employees worldwide produce
our quality products on more than 50 conventional and digital print systems.

Individual solution
We offer you quality along the entire
supply chain. This also goes for our
labels. As an experienced specialist
we produce need-based laminate:
According to your requirements
we combine top and base material,
paper and adhesive to manufacture your individual label. Having
high-quality properties our labels
perfectly adhere to different sur-

faces. Also in case of warm or cold
temperatures, moisture and other
critical ambient conditions. They are
also impressive in terms of print resolution and readability.
Highly functional use
We have considerably contributed
to the evolution of labels from simple stickers to digital instruments
which control productions. Our mo-

dern labels communicate via QR
code, RF and RFID tag with industry,
trade and end users. Our innovative Plug-In®-Label is an important
module for the professional and intelligent control of price and goods
labeling. Special papers and foils
with thermal-reactive coating or linerless labels without backing paper
complement our unusually broad
portfolio.
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New technology
Predictable costs

For high quality print results we use modern
and specific machines which are ideally matched
to the relevant label

Complete traceability
The properties of our thermal-direct labels
help you to efficiently and safely design logistics labels. Example readability: Due to its
highly sensitive thermal layer information is
quickly printed in thermal-direct process and
at a high resolution. Optimal protective properties minimize the risk that the printout such
as a barcode gets dirty or smears. Consequently, a barcode is quickly and clearly legible. It is
automatically recorded and is now traceable.
A second and important factor for transparent and smooth processes is label adhesion.
Therefore, we offer numerous adhesives which
are suitable for your storage conditions and
transport containers.
Sustainable production
Sustainable production of labels is important
to us. We save resources by working in an energy and material efficient way and only use
FSC-certified paper.
And this is yet another result of our decadeslong experience: At international locations,
by using our technical know-how we manufacture labels which are free from BP-A, BP-S
and lately also free from phenol and we utilize
low-migration ink. Ideally suitable for the food
industry.

General labeling contract
There are many good reasons for your new labeling
technology. A General labeling contract lets you reach
your goal faster. With this intelligent business model we
provide you with state-of-the-art technology (hardware
and software), we supply high quality Bizerba labels and
we take care of the service. You only pay for the individually agreed label volume. Costs down. Success up. This
is also My Bizerba.
Performance
–– Use of an individually selectable labeling system
–– Individually defined label volume
–– Selection from a broad, high-quality label portfolio
–– Annual preventive maintenance
–– Remote service for fast support
–– Can be combined with latest software solutions
Payment method
Pay per use: you pay for an individual label volume
which flexibly adapts every month (+/- 20 percent). High
flexibility due to optional annual contract termination.
Your benefits
–– Flexible label volume adjustable to seasonal
fluctuations
–– Paying for actually rendered services
–– Simple contract with freely selectable term and
contract extension

OEE
LCC

Cashflow

Recycling is another aspect in our production:
A special extraction system collects paper
scraps. After being sorted they are further
utilized, e.g. for the production of silent asphalt. With these sustainable performances
we support you in fulfilling a customer trend
towards sustainably produced packaging.

Schedule a personal
meeting with us and learn
about your possibilities
with our Smart contracts.
Your dedicated sales person is at your service.
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Smart
production

BRAIN2 Data_Maintenance
Central master data management

Centrally manage master and configuration data such as PLU and customer data
on your Bizerba devices using this app
with minimal time effort.

With our intelligent industrial software BRAIN2
you gain maximum transparency and complete
traceability along your supply chain. Matching
your needs the software modules can be easily integrated in your company processes via
interfaces. They record production data in real
time, manage and analyze data efficiently or
safely control production processes. Automatically create reports and statistics. Save pictures
including date and time for the duration of a
product’s shelf life. This is one of many options
in order to document your production.

BRAIN2 Safety_Service
Backed up data

Automatically create backups via app.
Data centrally saved to the BRAIN2
database can be easily restored via GUI
or directly on the device. And for a fast
start-up you can simply clone device
data.

BRAIN2

BRAIN2 Stock_Control
Controlled goods receiving
and optimized quality

This app supports you in many ways: It
precisely records goods and materials
received without using paper, saves
time and automatically ensures correct
inventory. Articles can be easily and
centrally updated. Key data such as
the use-by date can be called up at any
time. BRAIN2 Stock_Control ensures
and increases product quality: It prevents among other things non-released
or incorrect materials getting in to the
production process.

BRAIN2 Sample_Test
Customized sample test

Optimize your production via app with
freely definable sample tests. Create
test plans automatically and centrally.
The sampling procedure is faster and
guided. Via the terminal you receive
transparent information about the
operating procedure and automatically
generate reports.
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Members of the Bizerba Group

BRAIN2 Formulation
Safe production

The easy guidance of this app prevents
possible operating errors. Employees
are quickly instructed and guided step
by step through a formula. BRAIN2 Formulation reliably ensures a constant
quality of products and processes. All
components used and all user changes
can be tracked 100 %. There will be less
complaints.

Bizerba SE & Co. KG
Wilhelm-Kraut-Straße 65
72336 Balingen
Germany
T +49 7433 12-0
F +49 7433 12-2696
www.bizerba.com

Bizerba USA Inc.
1804 Fashion Court
Joppa, MD 21085
USA
T Office +1 732 565-6000
T Service +1 732 565-6001
F +1 732 819-0429
www.bizerba.com

Bizerba UK Limited
2-4 Erica Road
Stacey Bushes
Milton Keynes
Buckinghamshire
MK12 6HS
UK
T +44 1908 6827-40
F +44 1908 6827-77

Bizerba Canada Inc.
6411 Edwards Blvd
Mississauga
Ontario L5T2P7
Canada
T +1 888 240-3722
F +1 905 816-0497
www.bizerba.ca

www.bizerba.com

Bizerba Service
BRAIN2 Prepack_Compliance
Quick reporting

Efficiently generate and save statistical
data records of your weigh price labelers and checkweighers with this app.
Without spending much time you fulfill
the fill quantity control (FPV prepack
regulations Europe), USDA (USA). All
reports can be automatically saved as a
file and printed.

BRAIN2 Capture
Efficient handling of data

From advising to process optimization we have the right service for
you – always tailored to your needs.
More than 1,000 Bizerba technician
and 350 technician of our partners
are always on hand and available for
you worldwide. Any time. Around
the clock.

We are where you are
Bizerba is a market leading provider
of weighing and slicing technologies
for industry and trade and is a worldwide leading specialist in industrial
weighing and labeling technologies.
Bizerba employs approximately
3,900 people.
Subsidiaries

Representative offices

Impressum
Record production values of your Bizerba
solutions digitally and automatically.
Without manual documentation even
creating reports becomes considerably
faster. Password protected access and
central archiving of your data in a database provide you more security.
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Smooth
Dynamic checkweigher CWCmaxx

Perfect workflow
With CWCmaxx everything flows smoothly. 100 %
safety while transporting and weighing your open
products on its chains. And in the event of moisture it
is always open. Also during cleaning. Thanks to IP69
the CWCmaxx may be cleaned with steam jet, for
example. For more refreshing solutions, please go to
www.bizerba.com

More information
High performance and a
broad range of solutions
and equipment options.

